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Gather together the supplies you will
need: your SSC Shrink Art Film,

coloured pencils, a black permanent
marker for drawing the outlines,

scissors and a hole punch. Depending
on your end product, you may also

need keychains, bracelets, necklaces,
clasps, split rings, gift tags or ribbons

... the possibilities are endless!

Using your permanent marker, draw or trace your
design on our Shrink Art Film. This can be done
on either side of the film, but will look bolder if
you draw it on the shiny side. Pencils look best
when colouring on the frosted/rough side, but

you can experiment and have fun 
(just don't use wax crayons as they will melt 

and catch fire)! 
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Gather Draw & Colour

Cut
Once colouring has finished, use
scissors to cut out each design

carefully with nice smooth edges
and use a hole punch near the

top of your design if you want to
hang it in any way.

Bake & Shrink
ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED

Place your designs (coloured side up) on to a piece
of baking paper on a metal tray and bake at 160
degrees celsius for 30-60 seconds. Designs will

shrink to about 30-40% of their original size! 
Whilst they are shrinking, they will curl first, but will

flatten out when they're ready.
CAUTION: Keep an eye on your designs as they
shrink and be aware that they WILL be hot when

you take them out of the oven!
If you're not happy with the finished product, simply

return it to the oven for a little longer. If you need
them flatter, very carefully use a utensil to flatten
immediately after removing from the oven as they

will still be soft and pliable for about a minute. 
Allow to cool for at least 5 minutes before touchingOnce your designs are cool, you can

assemble them into a multitude of
possible uses such as: a pendant on a
necklace, as a keychain or bag tag, as
earrings or charms on a bracelet or as
part of a hanging mobile. You are only

limited by your imagination as to the uses
of your Shrink Art designs.

Get creative, but mostly HAVE FUN!

Assemble

Tag us on Instagram
@silver.star.crafts
#silverstarcrafts

We'll be sure to share your designs
and creations for everyone to see!

 

How to use our Shrink Art Film


